PROJECT LEADER
Are you a Project Leader who is not only customer oriented but also quality and result oriented? Are you resistant to stress and
do you enjoy working in teams? Do you want to work in a highly driven and collegial working environment with plenty of room
for your own initiative? Then we are looking for you!
What are you going to do?
The Project leader is responsible for successfully realizing the project, in which he provides the account manager the calculations
and the budget, based on customer specific requirements (QUO phase). The Project leader is overall responsible for
implementing (IMP phase) the project according to the agreed timing, cost price and the budget.
1 – Project management
- Project management contains consulting with the client and stakeholders about status/direction of the project, the composition
of the team, the plan of action, the achieved progress, the judgment (on quality level) of the team members and reporting of the
performance of the project to management and other stakeholders.
- The administration of the project contains the responsibility of an updated PSO in Proserve (General Info, Calculation, Budget,
Materials, Planning) and a complete project documentation that enables the team to provide themselves with the right
information.
- The Project leader is responsible for Project Portfolio Management of his own Portfolio, in consultation with the management
and stakeholders.
2 – Customer relationship
- The Project leader is responsible for monitoring the satisfaction of his own clients by offering good services and to make sure
he meets the customer specific requirements together with the project team and the account manager.
3 – Budget & Finances
- The Project leader is responsible for providing the right cost prices and budget to the account manager in the QUO Phase and
after the nomination the project leader is responsible for implementing the project according to the agreed cost prices and
budget in the IMP phase.
Who are we?
Visscher-Caravelle is one of the world's largest producers of car interior parts for the automotive industry.
With an international network of 8 sales offices and production locations in Poland, Mexico and China, we are able to offer our
customers effective support and high-quality solutions. More than 1,700 employees worldwide work for Visscher-Caravelle.
What we ask
- Bachelor degree with preferably a background in Commercial / Engineering.
- A minimum of 5 - 10 years’ working experience within the Automotive industry.
- Knowledge of APQP procedure.
- Willingness to travel to customers companies production plants, mainly in Europe.
What do we offer?
- Variety and challenges within the international Automotive industry.
- Appreciation (including a good salary, prospect of a permanent appointment).
- Flexibility (working from home and flexible working hours).
- Personal development.
Contact
You can send your application with cv to Gerald Merkus (Global HR Manager), email: g.merkus@visscher-caravelle.nl. More
information about this position can be requested at Robert Jan Muller (Manager PM), email: rj.muller@visscher-caravelle.nl

